THE   UNMELTING   POT	JI
meaning of those hundred thousand Poles, these streets
alive with the -aks and -eks of exiled Bohemia, the sleek
Italians, the demure and polysyllabic Greeks, and the solid
half-million Germans ? Here, within the city limits, is the
second Czech, third Swedish and Norwegian, fourth Polish,
and fifth German city in the world. It prints newspapers
in a dozen languages and worships God in twenty. One
thing is obvious: the fabled melting-pot is not yet heated
to a point at which the elements consent to fuse. For in
Chicago, if the evidence of the streets may be believed, the
Pole is still a Pole, the Czech remains a Czech, and the
Croat no less a Croat than on the day he passed the Ellis
Island turnstiles. If this is a fair sample of the American
melange, Europe is not yet blended, though the multiple
ingredients of that stupendous broth lie scattered in hopeful
disarray on the kitchen table.
One odd result has followed. For though the amalgam
is not yet constituted, some chemical action has taken place
within the various elements. It is, in one aspect, disturb-
ing ; since transplantation seems to have changed certain,
at least, of the European breeds—and hardly for the better.
One should not overrate the crime-wave. Yet it is barely
possible to read the papers or to see a slant-eyed, brownish-
yellow house-front in Cicero, freshly sprayed with machine-
gun bullets, without an odd reflection that the Italian as we
know him seems strangely different from the " Wop " en-
countered by the American police. Harmless in London,
mildly addicted to the knife and crime passionnel at home,
he soars in the bright American air to novel heights of
wickedness. What is the cause ? One wonders whether
wide economic opportunity is not too much for weak
European characters. Or can it be the climate ? After all,
it was on this spirited continent that our blameless Noncon-
formity flowered unforgettably into Salt Lake City, I can
do no more than indicate the riddle—and ask policemen in
Soho if they could recognise their dark and smiling friends
in the Italian gangsters of an American city. For the alien,

